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Abstract
In this paper, we present a critical survey of the current airframe noise (AFN) prediction methodologies. Four methodologies
are  recognized.  These  are  the  fully  analytic  method,  CFD  combined  with  the  acoustic  analogy,  the  semi-empirical  method
and fully numerical method. It is argued that for the immediate need of the aircraft industry, the semi-empirical method based
on recent  high quality  acoustic  database  is the  best  available  method.  The method  based on CFD and  the Ffowcs William-
Hawkings  (FW-H)  equation  with  penetrable  data  surface  (FW-Hpds )  has  advanced  considerably  and  much  experience  has
been gained in its use. However, more research is needed in the near future particularly in the area of turbulence simulation.
The fully  numerical  method will  take longer  to reach  maturity.  Based on the  current trends,  it  is predicted that this method
will eventually develop into the method of choice. Both the turbulence simulation and propagation methods need to develop
more for this method to become useful. Nonetheless, the authors propose that the method based on a combination of numeri-
cal and analytical techniques, e.g., CFD combined with FW-H equation, should also be worked on. In this effort, the current
symbolic algebra software will allow more analytical approaches to be incorporated into AFN prediction methods. 
1- Introduction
Airframe  noise prediction  is  a major  area  of research in aeroacoustics  at present.  As  aircraft  noise  standards become more
stringent,  the  attention  of  the  aircraft  designers  has  focussed  on  the  airframe  noise  (AFN) abatement  to  reduce  the  aircraft
noise  impact  on  the  communities  near  the  airport  during  take  off  and  landing.   Currently,  the  propulsion  system  noise  has
been  reduced  to  such  an  extent  that  it  is  of  the  same  order  of  magnitude  as  the  airframe  noise  at  landing.  There  are  three
sources of AFN in an aircraft. These are: i- turbulent flow over and in the vicinity of flap side-edges, ii- the scattering of the
energy of the turbulent eddies in the BL of the wings and high lift devices (flaps and slats) passing over their trailing edges,
generating  the  so-called  trailing  edge  (TE)  noise,  and  iii-  bluff  body  vortex  shedding  of  landing  gears  and  struts  causing
surface  pressure  fluctuations  on  these  structures  as  well  as  fuselage  turbulent  BL flow over the  wheel-well  cavities  (cavity
noise).  By an order of magnitude  analysis  of these  sources of AFN, one  can show that in the current generation  of aircraft,
they contribute equally to the overall noise level during take off and landing.  Therefore, attention must be paid to the reduc-
tion of   all  these  noise  sources.  By a  simple  analysis  of the  acoustic  intensity,  one  can show that  all  three sources  of  AFN
must  be  reduced  in  decibel  levels  equally  to  affect  the  overall  sound  level  by  about  the  same decibel  level.  Therefore,  the
prediction of AFN of an aircraft in the design stage becomes imperative.  It is desirable and, economically more sensible, to
be able to compute the AFN rather than rely on expensive hardware and experiments to reduce the noise of an aircraft in the
design  stage.  Many  significant  acoustic  experiments  at  NASA  and  elsewhere  have  helped  in  understanding  the  physics  of
noise generation  of AFN1-5 . These advances  as well  as the  development  of computational  and  analytical tools  have  made
the computation of AFN achievable to a large extent today. It is the aim of this paper to review the available methodologies
of AFN prediction and their usefulness and shortcomings. 
Airframe  noise  is  broadband  in  nature  and  is  associated  with  turbulent  flow  over  aircraft  surfaces,  trailing  edges,  landing
gears and wheel-wells.  For this reason, accurate and reliable AFN prediction is one of the most  difficult  problems of aeroa-
coustics1-3.  In  recent  years,  the  technology  of  turbulence  simulation  on a  computer  has  advanced  significantly.  However,
simulation  of  small  scale  turbulence  is  still  difficult  and  computationally  intensive.   Nevertheless,  the  use  of  numerical
simulations for AFN prediction  is becoming more popular as the computation cost  goes down. As is shown below, this will
lead to better predicted AFN levels.    
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 There are several good reviews of AFN and the challenges facing researchers in predicting this noise 6-9 . One of the most
comprehensive reviews is by Crighton6 . Although written in 1980's, it contains a wealth of useful information on AFN. For
example,  there is a good review of early works on AFN on  model and full  scale aircraft with parametric relations for  SPL
and OASPL derived from measured data. There is a thorough review of the physics and the theory for TE noise prediction as
well as  the correlation  with experimental  data.  The works  of Howe,  Amiet,  Brooks  and  Hudgson,  Goldstein,  and  others on
TE noise are discussed in detail. Other mechanisms of AFN generation and prediction are also discussed at length. Crighton’s
review includes an exhaustive and critical analysis of much of the available theories and experimental data of AFN up to the
late 1980’s. Other review articles7-9  are of more recent vintage and include the experience gained in AFN prediction since
the time  of  Crighton’s  article.  Lockard  and  Lilley  discuss  the minimum  noise  of aircraft  of modern  aircraft  with a  detailed
order  of  magnitude  analysis  of  various  sources  of  AFN7.  They  propose  several  methods  of  aircraft  noise  control  such  as
airport planning and changes in take off and landing procedures.     
In the next section, we present the current approaches to AFN prediction. Except for a minority of researchers, combining a
near field nonlinear CFD computation with an analytic acoustic propagation technique in various ways, is currently the most
common method of AFN prediction. The method based on the acoustic analogy (AA) is by far the most popular method. At
present,  because  of  the  excessive  time  taken  by  turbulence  simulation  on  a  computer,  and  some  of  the  limitations  of  this
simulation, a semi-empirical method appears most attractive for AFN prediction when realistic aircraft designs and operating
conditions must be used. However, with the advances in computer technology and numerical methods, one can envision that
the  future  trend  will  be  toward  more  reliance  on  turbulence  simulation  and  numerical  schemes  for  noise  generation  and
propagation and less  dependence on analytical  work. In contrast to this trend, we propose that a noise prediction  methodol-
ogy based on a combination of analytical and numerical methods should also be worked on for AFN prediction because of its
inherent efficiency. 
Since early 90's, two NASA programs, the Advanced Subsonic Technology (AST) program and the Quiet Aircraft Technol-
ogy (QAT) program, in cooperation with the industry and academia have resulted in considerable advances in both modeling
and  prediction  of  AFN1 .  Many  model  and  full  scale  experiments  were  conducted.  The  noise  prediction  effort  has  been
directed toward flow simulation by advanced CFD techniques in the near field combined with an acoustic code for propaga-
tion to the far field. Some very significant questions have been answered which can guide the aeroacousticians in improving
AFN prediction. We will highlight these achievements in Section 3 below. In Section 4 some theoretical issues in the predic-
tion of  AFN are  discussed.  Finally,  in Section  5,  Concluding  Remarks,  some recommendations  concerning  future  work  on
AFN prediction are presented.
2- Review of Current AFN Prediction Methodologies
We are  interested  in  prediction  of  commercial  aircraft  airframe  noise  primarily  during   landing.  Specifically,  we  are  inter-
ested in quantifying  AFN precisely  and to compute  its  contribution to the overall  noise  of the aircraft.  Before  we present  a
review of current AFN prediction methodologies, we point out the desired characteristics of a good noise prediction method.
These characteristics are that the AFN prediction methodology must be capable of dealing with: 
i- arbitrary aircraft geometry, particularly the flaps, slats and other control surfaces,
ii- arbitrary kinematics of the flight during take off and landing, i.e., speed, glide slope, turns, etc.,
iii- arbitrary observer position, both in the near and far fields, and
additionally, it should have:
iv- quick turnaround time on a computer, i.e., at most a 24 hour turnaround time
No available methodology  today possesses  all  the above characteristics.  There  are several reasons behind this,  chief among
them is the inability to predict the loading associated with turbulence on aircraft surfaces and trailing edges. We are mention-
ing these here because they can be used as one measure of evaluating an AFN prediction methodology. We will now present
a survey of AFN prediction methodologies.   
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The  terminology  of  the  hybrid  method  or  technique  is  often  used  in  the  literature  of  AFN  noise  prediction.  By  a  hybrid
method, we mean combining two different computational  techniques, e.g., CFD in the near field to find the source strengths
and the acoustic analogy for propagation of sound to the far field, in such a way that the combined methodology is computa-
tionally very efficient10 . The hybrid methods are often a natural choice because engineers and scientists are always in search
of  speeding  up  computations.  In  fact,  all  available  helicopter  and  propeller  noise  prediction  codes  at  NASA  are  hybrid
codes11,12 .   By this definition,  most of the methodologies  discussed below are hybrid techniques,  even the fully numerical
methods. A survey of AFN prediction methodologies will follow. The next section will present some of the results relevant to
the discussions in this section.
2.1- The Fully Analytical Method
In this method both the fluid mechanic and acoustic results used in the analysis are obtained analytically. The fully analytical
method is generally suitable for studying relatively simple models at the level of basic research. As all researchers  know, to
understand the physics of a phenomenon, one must start with as simple a model as possible which retains some of the physics
of the phenomenon.  The works of Ffowcs Williams and Hall13 , and Crighton14  fall in this category. Ffowcs Williams and
Hall modeled TE noise generation by the passage of a quadrupole  in the vicinity of the edge of a half-plane. Crighton mod-
eled  TE noise  by  a  passage  of  a  vortex  around  the  edge  of  a  half-plane.  Almost  all  of Howe’s  work  falls  into  this  catego-
ry15-17 . Amiet’s works are also generally fully analytical18-20. Howe and Amiet are able to obtain significant results by
appropriate approximations in geometry, turbulence model, observer position, etc. This method is very valuable to engineers
and designers because one is able to obtain6,15-17,18-20 :
i- the dependence of the noise intensity on the parameters of the problem, e.g., power laws 
ii- scaling laws for design of experiments
iii- rules of thumb for noise reduction, e.g., by changing the path of turbulence eddies near edges
iv- knowledge of radiation directivity pattern
v- the basis for developing a semi-empirical method (see Subsection 2.3)
On the other hand, the fully analytical method has the following shortcomings:
i- the model could be too simple to represent the real situation, e.g., see the Crighton’s model of  TE noise14  
ii- there may be restrictions on geometry, surface motion and observer position of the model
In general, when combined with the use of computers,  this method is highly efficient21,22 . One would expect that the fully
analytic method to be very popular. Unfortunately  this method, as important as it is, is falling out of favor. The AFN prob-
lems are very difficult  to solve analytically because they are multidisciplinary,  requiring deep knowledge of fluid dynamics,
acoustics, and advanced mathematics. Today, in the universities, the teaching of advanced mathematics has been superseded
by the teaching of numerical methods because of the perceived usefulness of numerical methods in a broad range of applica-
tions. Additionally, the literature of the field of aeroacoustics is very large and expanding at a fast rate, making it hard for the
young researchers to break into the field. These factors contribute to the present lack of interest in this method by aeroacousti-
cians.
There is some good news that may change the lack of interest in fully analytical methods in the future.  The development of
symbolic  algebra  software  such  as  Maple  and  Mathematica  makes  is  easy  to  obtain  analytic  results  and  develop  efficient
acoustic codes. Symbolic software can also be used as an aid in analytic research like an experimental tool to test turbulence
and acoustic models quickly and with ease. In particular, obtaining the exact or tailored Green’s function23,24can be facili-
tated  by  using  symbolic  algebra software.  The use  of this  powerful  tool  in aeroacoustics  research should  be  explored.  One
can envision an entirely novel research style in aeroacoustics based on this tool. 
In  connection  with  this  method,  Farassat  and  Posey  have  emphasized  the  importance  of  recognizing  when  to  stop  making
approximations in geometry, turbulence model and kinematics in the analytical work solely for the purpose of getting simple
laws  or  rules  in  closed  form25 .  Though  these  laws  and  rules  are  important  for  understanding  various  noise  generation
phenomena,  one  should  keep  in mind that  real  noise  generation  problems  of  commercial  aircraft  are  too  complicated  to  be
described by simple laws and rules. A good example of the effective use of analytic methods is given in the next section. The
AA based method allows for  arbitrary geometries and kinematics while being fully analytic.  However, one needs to use the
computer to evaluate surface and volume integrals to obtain the noise level. One can say that it is this philosophy of the use
of the analytic method that accounts for the current success of the acoustic analogy in a wide range of applications.     
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2.2- CFD Combined With The Acoustic Analogy (FW-Hpds)
This is by far the most popular methodology of AFN prediction today7-10 . Singer, Lockard and Lilley consider this as the
only hybrid method10 . This is debatable as mentioned above. In this method, one performs fluid dynamic calculations which
often involve turbulent simulation in the near field. The results are then used in an acoustic code which is typically based on
the acoustic  analogy. The governing equation for this purpose is by Ffowcs Williams and Hawkings26 . Currently, the most
popular  method  is  taking  a  data  surface  across  which  the  fluid  is  allowed  to  pass,  the  so  called  the  FW-H  equation  with
penetrable  data  surface27 .  The  penetrable  data  surface  is  also  called  permeable  data  surface  by  some  authors.  We  will
henceforth denote this style of using AA as FW-Hpds . See Section 3, item 2, below for some recent history.
A  brief  discussion  of  FW-Hpds  and  one  of  its  most  useful  solutions  follow.  The  article  by  Farassat  on  generalized  func-
tions28  gives  a good  background.  Assume that  the penetrable data  surface  in motion is described  by  f Hx, tL = 0, and  it is
defined  such  that  “ f = n  where  n  is  the  outward  unit  normal  to  the  body  surface  (this  implies  that  f > 0  outside  this
surface). One can show that this can always be done. From this definition, it follows that  f ê t = -vn , where vn  is the local
normal velocity of the surface f = 0  which is independent of fluid velocity. Assume that u  is the fluid velocity, c  and r0  are
speed of sound and density in the undisturbed medium, respectively,  Tij  is the Lighthill stress tensor and Pij  is the compres-
sive stress tensor. Then FW-Hpds  is    
(1)Ñ 2  c02  r ' ª Ñ 2  p ' =

ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
 t @r0  Un  dH f LD - ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅxi @Li  dH f LD + 2ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ ÅÅÅÅÅxi  xj @Tij  HH f LD
where dH f L  and HH f L  are the Dirac delta function and Heaviside function, respectively. Also:
(2)Un = K1 - rÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅr0 O vn + r unÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅr0
(3)Li = Pij  nj + r ui Hun - vn L
The philosophy behind using FW-Hpds  is to locate the data surface f = 0  around a moving noise generating surface in such
a  way  that  most  or  all  the  noise  producing  quadrupoles  are  included  within  this  surface  and  no  volume  integration  of  the
quadrupoles  outside  the  data  surface  would  be  needed.  The  data  surface  must  be  located  in  the  region  of  high  numerical
accuracy.  In  AFN  applications,  a  large  amount  of  computer  time  is  taken  by  turbulence  simulation2,3,7-10 .  Therefore,  to
reduce computation cost, the data surface or overall flow simulation region should be made as small as possible. 
There is a closed form solution of eq. (1) by Farassat for arbitrary motion of the surface known as Formulation 1A29,30 . In
fact,  the  notations  of  eqs.  (2)  and  (3)  were  introduced  in  an  interesting  article  by  di  Francescantonio  so  that  he  could  use
Formulation 1A in FW-Hpds  in the far field31 . Originally,  Formulation 1A was developed by Farassat for  an impenetrable
data surface,  e.g.,  a helicopter  rotor  or  a propeller  blade,  as intended  by Ffowcs Williams and  Hawkings26 . See  Section 3,
item 2, below for some recent history. 
For AFN applications, the main interest is for uniform and rectilinear flight of the aircraft during take off and landing. To get
the solution  of the FW-Hpds  with surface  sources at uniform rectilinear  motion  only, one can use the classical  solutions of
the linear wave equation for surface sources of monopole and dipole type32 . Such solutions are sometimes used in place of
Formulation 1A with the claim that no retarded time calculations are needed (because of a geometric construction called the
Garrick Triangle32-34)  and,  therefore,  they are  more  efficient  than Formulation  1A.  For  the purpose  of discussion  below,
we call these solutions “Classical Solutions” . The Classical Solutions have the following shortcoming:
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 i- For arbitrary position of the observer inside the data surface, the acoustic pressure from Formulation 1A should vanish if
both the  input  data are  specified correctly  and the  coding of  this  formulation  is performed  correctly35,36 .  This  very  strict
test is one of the strongest reasons to use Formulation 1A instead of the Classical Solutions for AFN prediction. 
ii- The Classical Solutions are limited to the observer moving with the aircraft. Formulation 1A can be used for both station-
ary observer as well as an observer moving with the aircraft. This makes it easy to calculate the noise footprint,
iii- Formulation 1A is not limited to uniform rectilinear motion of the aircraft as the Classical Solutions are. In the future, one
may require AFN prediction for accelerating or turning aircraft. 
iv-  The  Garrick  Triangle  construction  can  also  be  used  in  Formulation  1A  for  retarded  time  computation  for  a  surface  at
uniform rectilinear  motion33,34,37 .  Therefore,  this  claimed  advantage  of  the  Classical  Solutions  over  Formulation  1A is
invalid.
 This is the only AFN noise prediction methodology that possesses most of the desired characteristics of a good methodology
discussed at the beginning of this section. It is the use of the FW-Hpds  that gives this method such a great advantage in the
propagation part. The main obstacle in the development of this method is again turbulence simulation. 
Currently, there is considerable experience in the use of FW-Hpds  at NASA and elsewhere. Much of the effort has gone into
turbulence  simulation  using  various  models  such  as  LES  and  DNS38 .  Much  guidance  for  the  use  of  the  this  method  has
come  from  studying  model  problems39-41.  Many  technical  papers  have  been  published  in  Europe  and  the  U.S.  on  FW-
Hpds . Two interesting recent works are by Tang42  and Casalino43 .  
It  must  be  mentioned  that  the  FW-H equation  can  be solved  in both  time  and  frequency  domains33,37,44 .  One interesting
advantage of working in the frequency domain is that the far field statistics of the noise can be related to the statistics of the
surface pressure fluctuations on the noise generating surface37,44 . 
Some theoretical issues related to this method are discussed in Section 4.         
2.3- Semi-Empirical Method
Semi-empirical  methods  are  an  old  and  important  tool  of  engineers.  The  hydrolicians  of  nineteenth  and  early  twentieth
centuries used semi-empirical methods to design viaducts, channels and dams. The urgency to get valuable results for design
and  for  meeting  noise  standards  has  led  to  development  of  noise  prediction  codes  which  are  based  on  extremely  efficient
semi-empirical  prediction  methods6,45,46 .  The  Aircraft  Noise  Prediction  Program  (ANOPP)  of  NASA  Langley  depends
heavily  on  the  semi-empirical  method  for  predicting  various  aircraft  noise  generation  mechanisms6,12 .  Brooks  and  Burley
have  proposed  a  semi-empirical  method  for  predicting  the  broadband  noise  from blade-wake  interaction  of helicopter  rotor
blades47,48 .  Their  method  is  based  on  the  measured  blade  response  to  wake  turbulence  and  an  extensive  aeroacoustic
database. Blade response coherence functions were found and used in a noise radiation formula developed by Amiet18 . This
work  has  direct  application  to  AFN  prediction.  In  a  more  recent  work,  Brooks  and  Humphreys4  have  used  experimental
surface pressure and Howe’s  theory15  to predict the flap edge noise with some success. This is obviously a semi-empirical
method. 
In recent years, a vast amount of high quality acoustic data has been collected by phase array microphones from models and
full  scale  aircraft.  Recently,  Guo,  Yamamoto  and  Stoker  have  developed  a  semi-empirical  method  for  prediction  of  noise
from high lift systems49 . In this work, a large database of airframe noise tests from different aircraft with a range of operat-
ing conditions is utilized to develop a model for noise prediction. In addition to gross aircraft parameters, e.g., the dimensions
of  the  high-lift  system  and  flight  Mach  number,  other  parameters  of  noise  generation  are  also  included.  Based  on  new
measured data, this work uses a new classification of noise sources compared to the old semi-empirical  methods. For exam-
ple,  flap  side-edge  noise  is  emphasized  more  than  TE  noise  as  one  of  the  dominant  AFN  components.  Generally  good
agreement  between  predicted  and  measured  flight  data  is  obtained  by  this  method49 .  There  are  indications  that  this  semi-
empirical method is capable of further improvements. 
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Because of the fact that the other AFN prediction methodologies discussed in this paper have not yet achieved a fully satisfac-
tory state, the semi-empirical  method appears to be the best choice for aircraft designers in estimating AFN of an aircraft to
meet the community noise standards.  Note, however, that this methodology cannot handle the effects of the geometry of the
wings and high-lift  devices  in AFN. In  addition,  flight  conditions  other than those in the standard practice  are not allowed.
These shortcomings  will  not allow this  method to  be used for  an aircraft  of unconventional  design or  operating conditions.
Therefore, this methodology will have to be replaced eventually by superior ones.     
2.4- Fully Numerical Method
The users  of  this  method advocate  the  use of fully  numerical  method  for  both turbulence  simulation  and acoustic  propaga-
tion. Although one can use the Navier-Stokes equation for both flow simulation and propagation, the governing equation for
noise propagation  is commonly  the linearized Euler  equation50 . The proper  transfer of  source information from near  to far
field calculation  is an  active area  of  research.  In  the propagation  part  of  the computation,  one  should  reduce  the numerical
dispersion  and  dissipation  to  obtain  meaningful  results.  Tam  has  proposed  a  numerical  scheme  specifically  for  this  purpo-
se51,52 . Other works on this problem are by Hu et al.53 , and Bogey and Bailly54 . Additionally, one must use absorbing and
nonreflective boundary conditions at the outer boundaries of computational domain to reduce contamination of the computed
acoustic data55 . There are, however, some serious problems with this method. The frequencies generated by AFN and other
sources of an aircraft are so large that a fully numerical method for propagation is not feasible with modern computers when
the full physics of the problem are to be included. For this reason, NASA uses codes based on analytical and semi-empirical
methods for the long range propagation where the temperature, wind and density profiles of atmosphere as well as a number
of  energy  absorption  processes  responsible  for  attenuation  of  sound  are  taken  into  account.  On  the  other  hand,  if  one  is
interested in  a small range of frequencies, or if the nonlinear steepening of the acoustic waves is required, the fully numerical
method is a good choice. 
Today,  this  method  is far  from having  all  the desired  characteristics  of an AFN prediction  methodology.  This  is not  to say
that it will never reach that stage. On the contrary, because of the training of the young engineers and scientists entering the
field of aeroacoustics, the trend appears to be in the direction of development of fully numerical methodology.   
At present, the use of this method is justified when one wants to study the effect of scattering of AFN and propulsion system
noise by the wings and fuselage of the aircraft56,57 . Typically in these studies, the incident acoustic source, usually from the
propulsion system,  is specified.  The scattering  effect can be significant  on the noise  footprint  particularly if  the engines  are
shielded  with  the  specific  aim  of  reducing  the  community  impact  of  the  noise,  e.g.,  as  in the  blended  wing  design.  In  this
connection, we mention the work at Langley on Fast Scattering Code (FSC)58,59 . This work is based on an analytic solution
of the Helmholtz  equation in the  frame moving with  the aircraft.  Time dependent  aircraft  noise foot print  can be computed
also.  
3-The Contribution of Langley Researchers
We  will  highlight  some  of  the  contributions  of  NASA  Langley  researchers  which  have  helped  in  improvements  in  AFN
prediction. Langley engineers and scientists have worked on aeroacoustics for many years both theoretically and experimen-
tally. The following discussion is directly relevant to AFN prediction.
1-  One  of  the  significant  results  for  TE  noise  prediction  is  that  Brooks  and  Hudgson  showed  that  the  knowledge  of  the
loading on and near the TE of an airfoil, can give the correct acoustic radiation level and directivity pattern of TE noise using
the acoustic analogy60 . Airfoils with blunt and sharp trailing edges were used in this study. It is important to realize that this
result  applies  to airfoils  in a  low Mach number  stream.  Another  important  result  of this  paper  is the complex  nature  of TE
noise generation. These authors indicated the need for understanding the mechanism of noise generation and the behavior of
the turbulent eddies in the boundary layer in the vicinity of the TE. Research on this subject continued with the experimental
and analytical works of Brooks and coworkers4,60 , Amiet and coworkers18-22  as well as analytical works of Howe15-17. 
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2- Brentner and Farassat have shown that the use of FW-Hpds   with the data surface in the near field is an efficient way of
including the noise generating quadrupole sources in the flow region around a surface such as a LE slat27 . This is an impor-
tant  result  which  has  popularized  the  use  of  FW-Hpds  around  the  world.  It  was  shown  by  these  researchers  that  the  data
surface  for  the  Kirchhoff  formula35,36  must  be  located  in  the  linear  region  to  give  good  acoustic  radiation  result  and  can
give very high levels of sound in the near field that is not correct.  Somewhat earlier, di Francescantonio showed the equiva-
lence of the Kirchhoff formula and FW-Hpds  in the far field where the propagation is linear31 . This result is not surprising
in view of the fact that Brentner and Farassat showed that in this region the difference between source terms of the governing
equation  of  Kirchhoff  formula35,36  and  FW-Hpds  is  composed  of  small  second  order  terms27 .  The  use  of  the  FW-Hpds
was originally proposed by Ffowcs Williams himself61 .
3-  In  a  significant  work  by  Singer,  Brentner,  Lockard  and  Lilley39 ,  the  FW-Hpds  was  used  to  verify  the  TE  model  of
Crighton14 .  The  work  of  Brentner  and  Farassat  about  the  stable  variation  of  the  computed  acoustic  result  with  respect  to
changing  the  size  and  position  of  data  surface  for  FW-Hpds  was  verified  by  studying  the  noise  from  the  flow  around  a
cylinder  with a  wake.  The large variation  of the acoustic  prediction,  based  on the Kirchhoff  formula when the data  surface
was  moved  into  the  near  field  region,  was  also  verified.  In  addition,  by  considering  the  interaction  of  the  vortices  from  a
small  plate  near  the  TE  of  an  airfoil  with  the  TE,  it  was  verified  that  to  get  the  cardioid  shape  directivity  of  the  radiated
sound,  one  has  to  integrate  the  contribution  of  the  acoustic  pressure  propagating  upstream  on  the  airfoil  surface  over  a
considerable  distance.  This indicates  one of the  weaknesses  of using free space  Green’s  function discussed  by Howe23,24 .
There is additional discussion of this problem in the following section.   
4- When the data surface is located where the turbulent eddies from the flow around a body intersect the surface, it is known
that one can get large variations in predicted noise as the data surface  position is changed in the region of intersection with
the eddies.  Singer and  Lockard  studied this  problem by using a simple  model  problem in which  the acoustic  waves  from a
known source were allowed to propagate through a region of flow with shear40 . Their conclusion is that if the length scale of
region  of  shear  flow is  greater  than  the  acoustic  wave  length,  then  the acoustic  wave  is  influenced  by  the  shear  flow.  The
implication for the FW-Hpds  equation is that if the data surface is cut by the wake of a body, the predictions are not reliable
in the range of acoustic frequencies for which the wavelengths are smaller than the typical eddy size in the wake.     
5-  In  a  paper  by  Casper  et  al.  a  careful  study  of  relative  contributions  of  the  surface  and  volume  integrals  of  FW-Hpds
equation was performed using several different problems41 . The important conclusions of this study are that:
i-  in   high-lift  systems,  the  contribution  of  the  quadrupoles,  i.e.,  the  volumetric  sources,  to  the  overall  noise  is  important
relative to surface dipole sources, and
ii- the location of the data surface in the near field is critical in noise calculation which also implies that the accuracy of flow
simulation in the near field should be maintained for some distance from the rigid surfaces of the lifting system,
iii-  if  the  data  surface  is  taken  on  the  rigid  surfaces  of  the  high  lift  system,  there  is  the  possibility  of  strong  cancellation
between the surface and volume integrals in the solution of the FW-H equation.    
These conclusions are very important in applications of FW-Hpds  to AFN prediction problems. 
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4- Some Theoretical Issues in The Application of the Acoustic Analogy
The solution of FW-Hpds  is based on the free space Green’s  function of the wave equation. If one studies the derivation of
this equation, it is seen that Ffowcs Williams and Hawkings imbedded the exterior problem of radiation of the noise from a
moving  surface  into  a  problem of  wave  propagation  in  the  unbounded  three  dimensional  space.  This  results  in  the  surface
terms  of  the  FW-H equation.  It  turns  out  that  for  the  prediction  of  the  discrete  frequency  noise  of  the  helicopter  rotor  and
propeller blades,  the surface source terms of the FW-H equation are the dominant sources of sound. In the prediction of the
rotor  broadband  noise  and  AFN prediction,  quite commonly  the surface  and  volume integrals  of the  FW-H equation  are  of
the same order of magnitude and of opposite sign41 . The remedy for this problem is to use the FW-Hpds . This solution also
causes some new problems, e.g., the location of the data surface. If the data surface intersects vortices in the wake, the noise
prediction can be sensitive to the location of the data surface.
Howe  has  recommended  another  solution  to  the  above  problem23,24 :  use  a  Green’s  function  appropriate  to  the  exterior
domain of  a  noise  generating  surface,  the  so-called  exact  or tailored  Green’s  function.  Howe  derives  several  exact  Green’s
functions  for  various  problems  with  some  approximations  that  allows  him  to  obtain  analytic  results.  Other  authors  have
combined analytic and numerical methods to get the exact Green’s function pointwise62 . It is clear from this work that much
effort must go into finding the exact Green’s function. It is not at all obvious that finding this exact Green’s function will add
to the understanding of the physics of AFN generation. The Fast Scattering Code (FSC) of NASA Langley58,59  can numeri-
cally construct the exact Green’s function for a multi-element airfoil system very efficiently by the equivalent source method.
Howe23  discusses  the Curle problem63  and  the  solution  that Powell  gives  using the  image of quadrupoles  reflected  in the
plane  boundary64 .  Howe  points  out  that  to  predict  the  noise  using  the  Curle  formula,  one  has  to  integrate  the  acoustic
pressure  over  a  large  portion  of  the  plane  boundary.  In  Powell’s  formulation,  this  surface  integral  is  simply  equal  to  the
contribution  of  the  image  quadrupoles.  Howe  considers  Powell’s  solution,  which  is  based  on  the  exact  Green’s  function,
more appropriate.  One can give other examples.  Obviously,  the exact Green’s  function  will not be useful for  predicting  the
discrete frequency noise of helicopter rotors and propellers.  In the case of AFN prediction where the quadrupole sources are
important,  the exact Green’s  may offer some advantages  over the free space Green’s  function.  One major  problem in using
the exact Green’s function is that one cannot easily interpret the geometric behavior of this function in space and time as one
does in the case of the free space Green’s function.
5- Concluding Remarks
Based on the study reported here, we can summarize our conclusions as follows:
1- For the immediate need of the aircraft industry, the semi-empirical method based on the analysis of the recent high quality
acoustic  data,  appears  to  be the  most  useful  methodology.  The  development  of  this  method  should  continue  based  on  high
quality model and flight data. This method will have to be replaced in the future because of inherent shortcomings.
2- The methodology based on turbulence simulation in the near field and FW-Hpds  seems to be showing promise as a good
candidate for AFN prediction in the next decade. The main cost of computation is turbulence simulation. Small scale turbu-
lence simulation appears to be a difficult problem in need of further research.
3- The  determination  of  the  exact  Green’s  function  should  be  explored further  as a  competitor  to  the use  of the  free  space
Green’s  function  in  FW-H  equation.  It  appears  that  the  exact  Green’s  function  does  offer  some  advantages  over  the  free
space Green’s function for some problems. One needs to find the right problems.
4- The fully numerical approach has not yet reached a mature state. In addition to turbulence simulation, the propagation into
a  large  space  and  the  range  of  acoustic  frequencies  of  interest  in  AFN  problems  are  obstacles  to  the  development  of  this
method. This is perhaps a methodology that will take the longest to become useful to the aircraft industry. Based on current
trends and the training of the young researchers entering the field of aeroacoustics, it is predicted that many years from now,
perhaps in two decades, this method will be the most powerful and popular method of AFN prediction. 
5- Against the above trend, the present authors are recommending that the methodology based on a combination of numerical
and  analytic  techniques  (Subsection  2.2)  should  also  be  considered.  The  reasons  for  this  recommendation  are  the  proven
advantages in efficiency and having all the desired characteristics of a good methodology discussed in Section 2.  New tools
of symbolic algebra such as Maple and Mathematica will make it possible to solve more realistic models of AFN generation
and propagation analytically. This is an area in need of exploration.     
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